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“Quickly!” “Don’t waste time.”

“Quickly go~” At this time, Denren’s urging voice came from her ears.

Croven Li and others nodded.

Then, they held their breath, stepped on the ground, and stood up.

Swish~wish~wish~ Under the dark night, those figures resemble the wings of a big
Peng.

In this way, directly over the high wall, jumped out of the Noirfork Military Region.

“Haha~” “It’s finally out.”

“Captain, we are free~” When they set foot on the free land outside the military area
again, Croven Li and others were moved almost to tears.

There has never been a moment that makes them feel like they do now, how precious
freedom is.

“Yes, I finally came out~” “Finally, I left this ghost place.”

Denren glanced back, and couldn’t help but smile at the military area garrison enclosed
by the high wall behind him.

“Okay, although I escaped, the danger hasn’t been touched yet.”

“Let’s go quickly!” “Before they find out, we should escape as far as possible~” After a
brief feeling, Denren and others rushed again. Prepare to stay away from this land.

“Go?” “Did you leave?” However, at this moment, deep in the night, a sneer suddenly
sounded quietly.

Then~ Huh!

Huh!



Huh!

In the military area, several searchlights were quietly lit up.

The high-power lights of several kilowatts shone like the sun rising in the dark night.

In an instant, the world here is as bright as day!

Later, Denren and the others saw that the originally dark place was densely packed with
soldiers.

Thousands of soldiers have already surrounded this place.

Just like the tide, the surrounding water can’t get through the path of their Azure
Dragons.

The leader is surprisingly the new instructor of Noirfork Military Region, Solmen Chan.

“It’s you!” Seeing Solmen Chan, everyone in Qinglong was shocked, their pupils
suddenly tightened, their eyes full of vigilance and vigilance.

“How come?” “How do you know we will leave?” “Tell me!” Seeing hundreds of soldiers
around, everyone in Qinglong was in despair.

They knew that their plan had failed.

If it was Solmen Chan alone, perhaps one or two of them could escape.

But now, this is close to a team of troops, surrounding them.

Their Azure Dragon team has no possibility of escape at all.

But, I’m really not reconciled!

Obviously, they have escaped.

Obviously, almost succeeded!

But why, God still let them fall at the last moment before dawn.

Despair, unwillingness, anger~ all kinds of emotions, just like the tide, swept through the
hearts of the Qinglong people.

Croven Li was even more blood-red, and snarled at Solmen Chan unwillingly.

However, Solmen Chan smiled indifferently, between her eyebrows and eyes, there was
a color of pride and pride: “Just a few of you rubbish, do you want to play with the old



man?” Escape from your hand?” “To tell you the truth, I had expected you to have this
hand. So from the beginning, I was prepared for it.”

“Your residence, and even your cell phone, have been monitored by someone I
arranged.”

“Your every move is under the control of this general!” “Even if you are Monkey King,
you can’t escape from this general’s Wuzhishan.”

“Fight with me, you can only say that you are too tender.”

“Haha ~”
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Solmen Chan smiled triumphantly, the wanton laughter was undoubtedly a huge
mockery of the Qinglong people.

“Despicable!” “Shameless villain~” “Monitoring us?” ……

“You bastard!” “Solmen Chan, you can’t die~” “You can’t die!” After hearing these words
from Solmen Chan, Croven Li and others’ eyes were red.

Their eyes were full of resentment and their fierce gazes, they wanted to cut Solmen
Chan thousands of times.

However, Solmen Chan still smiled: “Let me die?” “I see, you should first consider your
fate.”

“You run away without permission. And you rebelled against your superiors, disobeyed
orders, and faced the instructor. They fought each other, resisted law enforcement, and
killed their comrades in arms.”

“According to the regulations, you will be rebellious and shoot them on the spot.”

In the dark night, Solmen Chan stood with his hands behind her hands, her faint voice,
like a cold wind swept across the wilderness, Slowly ringing.

However, Denren’s expression suddenly changed when she heard Solmen Chan’s
words.

Gao Dazhuang, Croven Li and others were furious.

They were full-faced and shouted angrily.

“Nonsense!” “Solmen Chan, I’m a mess!” “You put Nima’s shit.”



“Have we ever rebelled against our superiors?” “Have we fisted against you?” “Why did
we harm our comrades?” “Are you special?” It’s all nonsense!” Everyone in Qinglong
was naturally angry at this kind of crime.

It is estimated that no matter who it is, it can’t tolerate being falsely accused.

However, Solmen Chan still smiled: “I said you have it, you have it.”

“You~you~” “You are so brave, we are going to the commander to sue you, we want the
commander to see you Real face!” Solmen Chan’s arrogant words completely angered
the Qinglong people.

In anger, Croven Li and the others threatened to tell Wu Yang these words.

“Want to file a complaint? It takes life.”

“Do you think I will let you see the commander alive?” “Hahaha~” Solmen Chan smiled
wantonly, with a triumphant laugh, like the sound of a boulder crushing. , Resounded
through the entire void.

“Battle!” “I’m fighting with you~” “Go to hell!” Croven Li couldn’t help it anymore, and the
ignorance in his heart burst out immediately.

With crimson eyes, he rushed to Solmen Chan directly, swinging a huge fist, and
slamming on Solmen Chan.

However, Croven Li, who has only been involved in martial arts for more than a few
months, could be Solmen Chan’s opponent who practiced martial arts.

In the dark night, Solmen Chan raised his arm and easily grasped Croven Li’s arm, and
then pressed down hard.

Ah~ Amid the screams, Croven Li’s arm was directly broken by Solmen Chan.

Then, Solmen Chan slapped Croven Li on the chest again.

Croven Li vomited blood in the sound of broken muscles and bones, and he was beaten
out.

“Brother Yang!” “a*shole, take your life~” The scene before me was like the last straw
that overwhelmed the camel.

Qinglong, who knew he was mortal, no longer forbeared it anymore. The rest of the
people all stepped on the ground and fought against Solmen Chan.

“Oh, something that is beyond your own abilities.”



“After all, it’s just looking for a dead end~” Solmen Chan sneered when he saw the
crowd of Qinglong attacking him.

After that, several palms were shot, and each palm hit the key of Qinglong.

The last palm directly broke Sara Ma’s ribs.

The blood mixed with internal organ fragments couldn’t help spraying wildly.

Bang Bang Bang~ Just like that, Solmen Chan even kicked and kicked, all moves were
deadly.

In just a few breaths, all the people in Qinglong fell to the ground with severe injuries,
vomiting blood, almost dying.
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